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STAGE DEVICE AND EXPOSURE 
APPARATUS 

This is a Division of application Ser. No. 09/722,631 
?led Nov. 28, 2000 US. Pat. No. 6,509,957. The entire 
disclosure of the prior application(s) is hereby incorporated 
by reference herein in its entirety. 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

The disclosure of the following priority application is 
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety: Japanese 
Patent Application No. 11-341844 ?led Dec. 1, 1999. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention relates to a stage device and an exposure 
apparatus, and more particularly to a stage device provided 
With a plurality of stages and an exposure apparatus pro 
vided With the stage device. 

2. Description of Related Art 
Conventionally, various exposure apparatus are used to 

fabricate a semiconductor device (integrated circuit), a liq 
uid crystal display device, or the like by a photolithographic 
process. Recently, as semiconductor devices have become 
highly integrated, reduction projection exposure apparatus 
such as a step-and-repeat type projection exposure apparatus 
(a so-called stepper) and a step-and-scan type scanning 
projection exposure apparatus (a so-called scanning 
stepper), that improves upon the stepper, have been Widely 
used. 

These types of projection exposure apparatus are pre 
dominantly used for the production of semiconductor 
devices. Therefore, processing capability as to hoW many 
Wafers can be exposure-processed Within a predetermined 
time, that is, throughput needs to be improved. 

The folloWing shoWs the main processes performed in 
these types of projection exposure apparatus. 

(a) First, a Wafer loading process is performed that loads 
a Wafer onto a Wafer holder of a Wafer (substrate) stage 
by using a Wafer loader. 

(b) Next, a search alignment process is performed that 
performs position detection of the Wafer by a search 
alignment mechanism. Speci?cally, the search align 
ment process is performed by, for example, using the 
image of the Wafer as a reference or by detecting a 
search alignment mark on the Wafer. 

(c) Subsequently, a ?ne alignment process is performed 
that accurately obtains the position of each shot region 
on the Wafer (each shot region corresponds to an area 
Where a circuit pattern Will be formed). This ?ne 
alignment process typically uses an EGA (Enhanced 
Global-Alignment) method. In this method, arrange 
ment data for all shot regions on the entire Wafer can be 
obtained (see US. Pat. No. 4,780,617) by selecting a 
plurality of sample shot regions on the Wafer, measur 
ing the position of an alignment mark (Wafer mark) 
arranged in the sample shots, and by performing sta 
tistical calculation by a so-called least squares method 
or the like based on this measurement result and a 

designed value of shot arrangement. Then, a coordinate 
position of each shot region can be obtained With high 
throughput and With relatively high accuracy. 

(d) Next, an exposure process is performed in Which an 
image of a pattern of a reticle (mask) is transferred onto 
the Wafer (substrate) via a projection optical system as 
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2 
each shot region on the Wafer is sequentially positioned 
at an exposure position based on a base alignment 
amount that Was measured in advance and a coordinate 
position of each shot region obtained by the above 
mentioned EGA method or the like. 

(e) Next, a Wafer unloading process is performed that 
unloads the Wafer that has been exposure-processed 
from the Wafer stage by using a Wafer unloader. This 
Wafer unloading process is simultaneously performed 
With the above-mentioned (a) Wafer loading process for 
the next Wafer to be exposure-processed. That is, a 
Wafer replacement process is constituted by steps (a) 
and (e). 

Thus, in a conventional projection exposure apparatus, 
three signi?cant operations, such as: (1) Wafer replacement; 
(2) alignment (search alignment, ?ne alignment); (3) expo 
sure; and (4) Wafer replacement, or the like, are repeated by 
using one Wafer stage. 
Even if some of the plurality of operations Within the 

above-mentioned three operations, that is, Wafer 
replacement, alignment, and exposure operation, can be 
performed simultaneously, throughput can be improved 
compared to the case When these operations are sequentially 
performed. Exposure of a Wafer is not performed during 
Wafer replacement and alignment, and thus in order to 
improve shortening of process time, that is, throughput, for 
example, a method can be considered that simultaneously 
independently controls a ?rst stage in Which Wafer replace 
ment and alignment are performed and a second stage in 
Which exposure is performed. 

With respect to this concept, for example, International 
Publication No. WO98/40791 discloses a stage device 
(positioning device) that independently drives tWo stages in 
parallel in a tWo-dimensional X-Y plane. This device pro 
vides a pair of driving mechanisms that are symmetrically 
arranged. Each driving mechanism has a stationary member 
of an X driving linear motor, opposite ends of Which are 
attached to a respective one of tWo moving elements of a 
Y-axis linear motor of that driving mechanism. The moving 
elements of each Y-driving linear motor drive its stage in the 
Y-axis direction by a driving force of this Y driving linear 
motor. The stage device also has rigid connection mecha 
nisms (coupling mechanisms) that couple a side of a stage 
(object holder) that faces the moving member of the X 
driving linear motor to that moving member. Thus, the tWo 
stages are coupled to the respective driving mechanisms by 
the respective connection mechanisms. 

HoWever, in the positioning device described in the 
above-mentioned WO98/40791, a rigid connection mecha 
nism is used to couple respective stages to respective driving 
mechanisms. This rigid connection mechanism includes 
movable parts that are moved along With the stages, and 
therefore the Weight of the movable parts becomes heavy. As 
a result, positioning control is not suf?ciently assured With 
respect to the stages. Furthermore, in this positioning device, 
as described above, a rigid connection mechanism is used, 
and therefore a shock force generated during connection 
(during coupling) may cause a positional shift of a semi 
conductor substrate (Wafer) on the stage. Additionally, as 
clari?ed from FIG. 2 or the like of the above-mentioned 
International Publication, a point of application of thrust of 
the stages is displaced from the center of gravity, so that 
rotational moment is generated. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention has been made in vieW of the above 
circumstances. One object of this invention is to provide a 
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stage device that prevents a shock force from acting on a 
movable body When the movable body is positioned With 
respect to tWo stationary side members and that prevents an 
object that is to be mounted on the movable body from being 
positionally shifted. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a stage 
device that can prevent a shock force from acting on the 
stages When the tWo stages are replaced and can simulta 
neously separately process objects mounted on the stages. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an exposure 
apparatus that improves the ability to control the position of 
a substrate on a stage and simultaneously improves through 
put. 

The stage device according to one aspect of the invention 
includes a ?rst stationary member, a second stationary 
member, a moving member and positioning devices. The 
?rst stationary member extends in a ?rst direction. The 
second stationary member extends in the ?rst direction and 
is spaced apart from the ?rst stationary member in a second 
direction perpendicular to the ?rst direction. The moving 
member can cooperate With the ?rst stationary member and 
With the second stationary member. The positioning devices 
selectively position the moving member into cooperation 
With one of the ?rst and second stationary members Without 
physically contacting the moving member With the ?rst and 
second stationary members. 

In this speci?cation, “cooperation” means any type of 
mutual interaction, for example, electromagnetic mutual 
interaction (including both electromagnetic mutual interac 
tion and magnetic mutual interaction) that is performed 
betWeen a stationary member and a moving member so that 
a driving force (thrust) that relatively drives the stationary 
member and the moving member relative to each other is 
generated. Furthermore, in this speci?cation, a “?rst direc 
tion” and a “second direction” have the same meaning as a 
?rst-axis direction and a second-axis direction. Therefore, 
When these Words are used in relation to an operation, 
movement from one side to the other side along a ?rst axis 
(e.g., Y axis) and along a second axis (e.g., X axis), as Well 
as movement in the opposite direction, are included. 

According to this aspect of the invention, the moving 
member can be selectively positioned into cooperation non 
contactingly With one of the ?rst stationary member and the 
second stationary member. Because of this, When position 
ing the moving member into cooperation With the stationary 
member, unlike in the case of the above-mentioned rigid 
connection mechanism, a shock force does not act on the 
moving member. Accordingly, this can prevent an object 
mounted on the moving member from having a positional 
shift. 

In accordance With another aspect of the invention, a stage 
device provided With a moving member that can move 
Within a tWo-dimensional plane having a ?rst direction and 
a second direction perpendicular to the ?rst direction 
includes a ?rst stationary member and a second stationary 
member. The ?rst stationary member extends in the ?rst 
direction and is supported at a ?rst position in a third 
direction that is perpendicular to the tWo-dimensional plane. 
The second stationary member extends in the ?rst direction 
and is supported at a second position in the third direction, 
different from the ?rst position. The moving member has a 
?rst part that can cooperate With the ?rst stationary member, 
and a second part that can cooperate With the second 
stationary member. 

In this speci?cation, a “third direction” has a meaning that 
is the same as a third-axis direction. In the case of using a 
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4 
“third direction” in relation to an operation, movement from 
one side to the other side of a third axis (e.g., Z axis) and 
movement in the opposite direction are included. 

According to this aspect of the invention, the ?rst sta 
tionary member is supported at the ?rst position in the third 
direction, the second stationary member is supported at the 
second position in the third direction, and the moving 
member has the ?rst part that can cooperate With the ?rst 
stationary member and the second part that can cooperate 
With the second stationary member. Because of this, by 
moving the moving member toWard the ?rst stationary 
member, the moving member can be non-contactingly posi 
tioned at a position in Which the ?rst part of the moving 
member can cooperate With the ?rst stationary member. 
Additionally, by moving the moving member toWard the 
second stationary member, the moving member can be 
non-contactingly positioned at a position in Which the sec 
ond part of the moving member can cooperate With the 
second stationary member. Thus, the moving member can be 
non-contactingly positioned at a position in Which coopera 
tion can be established With the ?rst and second stationary 
members. Because of this, a shock force does not occur, 
Which adversely affects the moving member, unlike in the 
case of the above-mentioned rigid connection mechanism. 
Therefore, generation of a positional shift to an object 
mounted on the moving member can be prevented. 

In this case, as described above, While the moving mem 
ber cooperates With one of the ?rst stationary member and 
the second stationary member, driving devices can also be 
provided that can drive the moving member and one of the 
stationary members in the second direction. 
A stage device according to another aspect of the inven 

tion includes a ?rst stationary side member, a second sta 
tionary side member, a ?rst stage, a second stage and 
replacement devices. The ?rst stationary side member 
includes a ?rst stationary member that extends in a ?rst 
direction. The second stationary side member includes a 
second stationary member that extends in the ?rst direction 
and is spaced from the ?rst stationary member in a second 
direction perpendicular to the ?rst direction. The ?rst stage 
can cooperate With the ?rst stationary member and With the 
second stationary member, and has a ?rst moving member 
that, can receive a thrust in the ?rst direction When it is in 
cooperation With either the ?rst stationary member or the 
second stationary member. The second stage can cooperate 
With the ?rst stationary member and With the second sta 
tionary member, and has a second moving member that can 
receive a thrust in the ?rst direction When it is in cooperation 
With either the ?rst stationary member or With the second 
stationary member. The replacement devices can non 
contactingly replace the ?rst and second stages With respect 
to the ?rst and second stationary side members. 

Because the replacement devices can non-contactingly 
replace the ?rst and second stages With respect to the ?rst 
and second stationary side members, during the 
replacement, a shock force does not affect the respective 
stages, unlike in the case of the above-mentioned rigid 
connection mechanism. Thus, generation of a positional 
shift in an object (e.g., a substrate) mounted on the respec 
tive stages can be prevented. Furthermore, the ?rst stage has 
a ?rst moving member that can cooperate With the ?rst 
stationary member or With the second stationary member 
and that receives a thrust in the ?rst direction during the 
cooperation, and the second stage has a second moving 
member that can cooperate With the ?rst stationary member 
or With the second stationary member and that receives a 
thrust in the ?rst direction during the cooperation. Therefore, 
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both stages can be independently driven simultaneously at 
least in the ?rst direction. Accordingly, separate processing 
operations can be simultaneously performed for the object 
mounted on the respective stages. 

In addition, the replacement devices can also be provided 
With an adjustment device that adjusts an interval in the 
second direction betWeen the ?rst stationary side member 
and the ?rst moving member. In this case, the interval in the 
second direction betWeen the ?rst stationary side member 
and the ?rst moving member can be adjusted by the adjust 
ment device, so that the ?rst moving member can be 
non-contactingly supported in the second direction for the 
?rst stationary side member so that this interval has an 
appropriate dimension and is maintained constant. At the 
same time, the ?rst moving member can be substantially 
accurately guided non-contactingly in the ?rst direction 
along With the ?rst stationary side member. In this case, the 
replacement devices can also be provided With an adjust 
ment device that adjusts the interval in the second direction 
betWeen the ?rst moving member and the second stationary 
side member, and adjustment devices that respectively 
adjust the interval in the second direction betWeen the 
second moving member and respective ones of the ?rst and 
second stationary side members. 

According to another aspect of the invention, it is pref 
erable that a plurality of the adjustment devices are arranged 
in the ?rst direction. In this case, by adjusting the interval in 
the second direction betWeen the ?rst moving member and 
the ?rst stationary side member at a plurality of points at 
different positions in the ?rst direction, axial rotation about 
the third direction of the ?rst stage can be adjusted. 

Various different structures can be used as adjustment 
devices in the above aspects of the invention. For example, 
the adjustment devices can have an electromagnet arranged 
in the ?rst moving member and magnetic body members 
arranged in the ?rst stationary side member. In this case, the 
interval in the second direction betWeen the ?rst moving 
member and the ?rst stationary side member can be adjusted 
by adjusting a magnetic force (magnetic attraction for the 
magnetic body member) that is electromagnetically gener 
ated. 

It is preferable that the point of application of thrust in the 
?rst direction for the ?rst and second stages is set at a 
position that passes through the center of gravity of the 
respective stages. In this case, rotation of the ?rst stage When 
the ?rst stage is driven in the ?rst direction by cooperation 
betWeen the ?rst moving member and the ?rst or second 
stationary member can be prevented, and rotation of the 
second stage When the second stage is driven in the ?rst 
direction by cooperation betWeen the ?rst or second station 
ary member and the second moving member can be pre 
vented. 

According to another aspect of the invention, the stage 
device having a ?rst stage and a second stage that can be 
independently moved in a tWo-dimensional plane having a 
?rst direction and a second direction perpendicular to the 
?rst direction includes a ?rst stationary member and a 
second stationary member. The ?rst stationary member 
extends in the ?rst direction and is supported at a ?rst 
position in a third direction that is perpendicular to the 
tWo-dimensional plane. The second stationary member 
extends in the ?rst direction and is supported at a second 
position different from the ?rst position in the third direc 
tion. A ?rst stage includes a ?rst moving member having a 
?rst part that can cooperate With the ?rst stationary member, 
and a second part that can cooperate With the second 
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6 
stationary member. A second stage includes a second mov 
ing member having a ?rst part that can cooperate With the 
?rst stationary member and a second part that can cooperate 
With the second stationary member. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention Will be described in conjunction With the 
folloWing draWings in Which like reference numerals des 
ignate like elements and Wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a diagram schematically shoWing a structure of 
an exposure apparatus according to one embodiment of the 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW shoWing a positional rela 
tionship of an alignment system, a projection optical system, 
a reticle stage, and tWo Wafer stages; 

FIG. 3 is a plan vieW schematically shoWing a state in 
Which ceiling portions have been removed from a chamber 
in Which a stage device is housed and from a Wafer loader 
chamber that is arranged adjacent to this chamber; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic perspective vieW shoWing a stage 
device; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram shoWing a state in Which frames 58B 
and 58D and a stationary member 60B of FIG. 4 are 
removed; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram shoWing an enlargement of the circled 
portion A of FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7A is a perspective vieW in Which a ?rst Wafer stage 
is seen from a diagonal upper direction; 

FIG. 7B is a perspective vieW in Which the ?rst Wafer 
stage is seen from a diagonal loWer direction; 

FIG. 8 is a diagram shoWing a stationary member and a 
Wafer stage in a state in Which a substrate table is removed 
from the Wafer stage in order to explain a structure of a stage 
main body that composes a Wafer stage; 

FIGS. 9A and 9B are diagrams that explain a Wafer stage 
replacement operation; 

FIG. 10 is a plan vieW explaining a structure of an 
interferometer system for the Wafer side of the exposure 
apparatus; 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram shoWing the basic components 
of a control system in an exposure apparatus according to the 
?rst embodiment; 

FIGS. 12A-12C are diagrams (number 1) shoWing a How 
of operation during parallel processing using tWo Wafer 
stages; 

FIGS. 13A-13C are diagrams (number 2) shoWing a How 
of operation during parallel processing using tWo Wafer 
stages; and 

FIGS. 14A-14C are diagrams (number 3) shoWing a How 
of operation during parallel processing using tWo Wafer 
stages. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

One embodiment of this invention Will be explained With 
reference to FIGS. 1-14. FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic structure 
of an exposure apparatus 10 according to one embodiment 
of this invention. This exposure apparatus 10 is a so-called 
step-and-scan type scanning exposure apparatus. 

Exposure apparatus 10 includes an undepicted light 
source, an illumination unit ILU, a reticle driving system, a 
projection optical system PL and a stage device 12. The light 
source and the illumination unit ILU constitute an illumi 
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nation system that illuminates a reticle R (a mask) from an 
upper direction by an exposure illumination light. The reticle 
driving system drives the reticle R mainly in a predeter 
mined scanning direction, that is, a Y-axis direction 
(direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper in FIG. 1), 
also referred to herein as a “?rst direction.” The projection 
optical system PL is arranged under the reticle R. Wafer 
stages WST1 and WST2 (the ?rst and second stages) are part 
of the stage device 12, and are arranged under the projection 
optical system PL. Wafer stages WST1 and WST2 hold the 
respective Wafers W1 and W2 (substrates), and are indepen 
dently moved in an XY tWo-dimensional plane. 

The above-mentioned components, excluding the unde 
picted light source, are stored Within an environment control 
compartment (hereafter referred to as “compartment”) 14 
that is arranged on a ?oor surface of a super-clean room and 
in Which temperature, humidity, and the like is accurately 
controlled. 

The light source can be various light sources such as, for 
example, a pulse laser light source that outputs a pulsed 
ultraviolet ray in a vacuum ultraviolet Wavelength region. 
Such light sources can be, for example, an F2 laser light 
source (output Wavelength 156 nm), an ArF excimer laser 
light source (output Wavelength 193 nm), or the like. This 
light source can be arranged in another clean room in Which 
the degree of cleanliness is loWer than that of the super-clean 
room in Which the compartment 14 is arranged. The light 
source also could be arranged in a service space beneath the 
?oor of the clean room and be connected to the illumination 
unit ILU Within the compartment 14 via an undepicted 
connecting optical system. 

The frequency of the pulse light (oscillating frequency), 
pulse energy, or the like emitted by the light source is 
controlled by a laser controller 18 (not depicted in FIG. 1, 
but depicted in FIG. 11) under the instructions of a main 
controller 16 (see FIG. 11). 

Other types of light sources can be used, including, for 
example, a vacuum ultraviolet light source such as an Ar2 
laser light source (output Wavelength 126 nm) or an ultra 
violet light source such as a KrF excimer laser light (output 
Wavelength 248 nm). The exposure light also can be, for 
example, ultraviolet bright lines (g-rays and i-rays) output 
from an extra-high pressure mercury lamp. 

The illumination unit ILU is constituted by an illumina 
tion system housing 20, Which is air-tight With respect to 
outside air, and that holds an illumination optical system 
constituted by a secondary light-source forming optical 
system (optical integrator), a beam splitter, a light-collecting 
lens system, a reticle blind, an imaging lens system (all 
undepicted), and the like. The illumination unit ILU illumi 
nates a rectangular (or arcuate) illumination region IAR (see 
FIG. 2) on the reticle R having uniform illuminance. One 
possible illumination optical system is disclosed in, for 
example, Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application No. 
9-320956 (also see U.S. Pat. No. 5,473,410). 

Clean helium gas (He), dry nitrogen gas (N2), or the like 
having an air (oxygen) concentration that is less than several 
ppm is supplied Within the illumination system housing 20. 

The reticle driving system is housed Within the reticle 
compartment 22 shoWn in FIG. 1. A light transmission 
WindoW is formed in the portion that connects the reticle 
compartment 22 With the illumination system housing 20. 
The light transmission WindoW can be made of ?uorite or the 
like. Clean helium gas (He), dry nitrogen gas (N2), or the 
like having an air (oxygen) concentration that is approxi 
mately several ppm is ?lled Within the reticle compartment 
22. 
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8 
The reticle driving system includes a reticle stage RST 

that holds the reticle R on a reticle base plate 24, Which is 
shoWn in FIG. 1. The reticle stage RST can move Within a 
tWo-dimensional X-Y plane, and is driven in this plane by a 
driver 26 (see FIG. 11) that includes undepicted linear 
motors or the like. A reticle interferometer system 28 also is 
provided Within compartment 22. 

The reticle stage RST is ?oatingly supported on (over) the 
reticle base plate 24 via an undepicted non-contact bearing, 
for example, a vacuum preload hydrostatic bearing device. 
Additionally, the reticle stage RST is constituted by a reticle 
coarse stage and a reticle ?ne-moving stage. The reticle 
coarse stage is driven in a predetermined stroke range in a 
Y-axis direction, Which is the scanning direction. The reticle 
?ne-moving stage is driven, With respect to the reticle coarse 
stage, minutely in an X-axis direction, a Y-axis direction, 
and a 62 direction (rotational direction about the Z-axis) by 
a driving mechanism formed by a voice coil motor or the 
like. The reticle R is held on the reticle ?ne-moving stage by 
a stationary chuck on a vacuum chuck, Which are not 
depicted. Additionally, although not depicted, it is prefer 
rable to provide structure Whereby a reaction force that is 
generated by movement of the reticle coarse stage can be 
absorbed (i.e., prevented from causing vibration or other 
movement of the structure that supports the reticle stage 
RST) by relatively moving the moving members and the 
stationary members of the linear motors that drive the reticle 
coarse stage in mutually opposite directions With respect to 
the reticle base plate 24. Such an arrangement is disclosed 
in US. patent application Ser. No. 08/266,999, ?led on Jun. 
27, 1994. 
As described above, the reticle stage RST is actually 

constituted by tWo stages; hoWever, in order to simplify the 
explanation, the folloWing explains this as one stage in 
Which scanning and driving in the Y-axis direction, minute 
rotation in the 62 direction, and minute-driving in the X- and 
Y-axis directions are performed by the driver 26. 
Furthermore, the driver 26 is a mechanism that uses a linear 
motor, a voice coil motor, or the like as a driving source, but 
this is shoWn as a block in FIG. 11 in order to simplify the 
draWing. 
As shoWn in FIG. 2, a parallel ?at plate moving mirror 30 

that is formed of the same material as the reticle stage RST 
(e.g., ceramic or the like) extends in the Y-axis direction and 
is located on one X-direction side of the reticle stage RST. 
A re?ection surface is formed on the outWard-facing side of 
the mirror 30 by a mirror surface process. An interferometer 
beam supplied from an interferometer that is part of the 
interferometer system 28 of FIG. 1 is irradiated toWard the 
re?ection surface of the moving mirror 30 along a measure 
ment axis BI6X. By receiving the re?ected light in the 
interferometer and measuring a relative displacement With 
respect to a reference surface, the position of the reticle stage 
RST is measured. The interferometer having measurement 
axis BI6X actually has tWo interferometer optical axes 
(parallel to each other) that can be independently measured, 
so as to enable the measurement of the stage position in the 
X-axis direction and a yaWing amount (rotation about the 
vertical Z-axis). The interferometer With this measurement 
axis BI6X is used in order to rotate and control the reticle 
stage RST in the direction that cancels the relative rotation 
(rotational discrepancies) betWeen the Wafer and the reticle 
based on the X-axis positional information and the yaWing 
information of the reticle stages WST1 and WST2, Which is 
supplied from the interferometers 32 and 34 having the 
measurement axes BI1X and BIZX in the Wafer stage side, 
Which Will be described later. Using the information from 
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the interferometers enables the performance of X-direction 
synchronization control (positioning). 
Apair of corner cube mirrors 36A and 36B are arranged 

at one side (the front side of the paper plane of FIG. 1) in the 
Y-axis direction of the reticle stage RST. Furthermore, 
interferometer beams shoWn by the measurement axes BI7Y 
and BISY in FIG. 2, Which are supplied from a pair of double 
pass interferometers, not depicted, irradiate the corner cube 
mirrors 36A and 36B and are re?ected by the cube mirrors 
36A and 36B to an undepicted re?ection surface arranged on 
the reticle base plate 24. The light then is re?ected from the 
re?ection surface on the reticle base plate 24 and returns 
along the same optical path so as to be received by the 
respective double pass interferometers, Which then provide 
data by Which to determine the relative displacement of the 
respective corner cubic mirrors 36A and 36B from a refer 
ence position (the re?ection surface on the reticle base plate 
24 at the reference position). The measurement values of the 
double pass interferometers are supplied to the stage con 
troller 38 (see FIG. 11), and based on the average of their 
values, the position of the reticle stage RST in the Y-axis 
direction is measured. The information of the Y-axis direc 
tion position is used for calculation of the relative position 
betWeen the reticle stage RST and the Wafer stages WST1 
and WST2 based on the measurement value provided by the 
interferometer having the measurement axis BI4Y (see FIG. 
2) in the Wafer side, Which Will be discussed later. Using the 
information from these interferometers, synchroniZation 
control of the Wafer and the reticle in the scanning direction 
(Y-axis direction) is performed during scanning exposure. 

Thus, in this embodiment, a reticle interferometer system 
28 is constituted by a pair of double pass interferometers 
shoWn by the measurement axes BI7Y and BISY and an 
interferometer shoWn by the measurement axis BI6X. 

Furthermore, the material used to form the glass substrate 
that constitutes the reticle R is selected based upon the light 
source to be used. For example, When a vacuum ultraviolet 
light source such as an F2 laser light source or the like is used 
for a light source, ?uoride crystal such as ?uorite, magne 
sium ?uoride, lithium ?uoride, or the like or a quartZ 
composition (?uorine doped quartZ) or the like, having a 
hydroxide density that is less than 100 ppm, and containing 
?uorine, preferably is used. When using an ArF excimer 
laser light source or a KrF excimer laser light source, a 
quartZ composition other than the above-mentioned respec 
tive substances can also be used. 

In FIG. 1, the periphery of the top end portion of the lens 
barrel of the projection optical system PL is connected to the 
reticle compartment 22 Without any space therebetWeen. In 
some applications, the projection optical system PL is a 
projection optical system in Which both the object surface 
(reticle R) side and the image surface (Wafer W) side are 
telecentric and is a reduction system of 1A1 (or 1/5) reduction 
magni?cation. Because of this, When illumination light 
(ultraviolet pulse light) is irradiated from the illumination 
unit ILU onto the reticle R, an imaging light beam from a 
portion of the circuit pattern of the reticle R that has been 
illuminated by the ultraviolet pulse light is incident to the 
projection optical system PL. This imaging light beam 
contains a partial inverted image of the circuit pattern, has 
the shape of a slit (it can have a shape that is rectangular or 
polygonal, for example), and is imaged at a center of a visual 
?eld of the image surface side of the projection optical 
system PL. By this process, the projected partial inverted 
image of the circuit pattern is reduced and transferred to a 
resist layer in one shot region among a plurality of shot 
regions on the surface of the Wafer W, Which is arranged on 
the imaging surface of the projection optical system PL. 
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10 
When using an ArF excimer laser light source or a KrF 

excimer laser light source for a light source, a dioptric 
system formed of dioptric elements (refractive lens 
elements) only (i.e., re?ective elements such as mirrors are 
not used) is preferably used for the projection optical system 
PL. HoWever, in the case of using an F2 laser light source, 
an Ar2 laser light source, or the like, as disclosed in, for 
example, US. Pat. No. 5,220,454, a so-called catadioptric 
system that is a combination of dioptric elements and 
catoptric elements (re?ective elements such as concave 
mirrors, beam splitters, or the like) or a catoptric system 
formed of catoptric elements only is preferably used. 
HoWever, in the case of using of an F2 laser light source, a 
dioptric system also can be used. 
A catadioptric system having a beam splitter and a con 

cave mirror as catoptric elements can also be used for a 
catadioptric type projection optical system as disclosed in, 
for example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,668,672 and 5,835,275 in 
addition to the above-mentioned disclosure. Furthermore, a 
catadioptric system having a concave mirror or the like can 
also be used Without using a beam splitter as a catoptric 
element as disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,689,337 and Japa 
nese Laid-Open Patent Application No. 10-3039. 

In addition, a catadioptric system can also be used in 
Which a plurality of dioptric elements and tWo mirrors (a 
main mirror that is a concave mirror and a sub-mirror that is 
a planar mirror formed by back-coating a re?ective material 
on a side opposite to an incident surface side of a parallel ?at 
plate or a lens element) are arranged on the same axis and 
an intermediate image of a reticle pattern formed by the 
plurality of dioptric elements is re-imaged onto a Wafer by 
the main mirror and the sub-mirror as disclosed in US. Pat. 
Nos. 5,031,976; 5,488,229; and 5,717,518. In this catadiop 
tric system, the main mirror and the sub-mirror folloW the 
plurality of dioptric elements, illumination light passes 
through an aperture in the main mirror and is re?ected by the 
sub-mirror and the main mirror in order, and then passes 
through an aperture in the sub-mirror, and reaches the Wafer. 
The lens material (glass material) of the lens elements that 

constitute the projection optical system PL also needs to be 
selected based upon the light source to be used. In the case 
of using an ArF excimer laser light source or a KrF excimer 
laser light source, both quartZ composition and ?uorite can 
be used, but in the case of using a vacuum ultraviolet light 
source such as an F2 laser light source or the like as a light 
source, it is preferable to use only ?uorite. 

In this embodiment, clean helium gas (He) or dry nitrogen 
gas (N2) having an air (oxygen) concentration that is less 
than several ppm is ?lled Within the lens barrel of the 
projection optical system PL. 
A stage device 12, Which is one aspect of the invention, 

Will be described With reference to FIGS. 1-10. 

As shoWn in FIG. 1, the stage device 12 is disposed Within 
the compartment 42, Which forms a Wafer chamber 40 
therein. The periphery of the loWer end portion of the lens 
barrel of the projection optical system PL is connected 
(sealed) to the top Wall of the compartment 42. 
The stage device 12 is mainly constituted by a stage ?xed 

plate 44 located Within the Wafer chamber 40, tWo Wafer 
stages WST1 and WST2, a stage driving system and a Wafer 
interferometer system. The tWo Wafer stages WST1 and 
WST2 are ?oatingly supported via an undepicted vacuum 
preload hydrostatic bearing, Which is a non-contact bearing, 
above the stage ?xed plate 44. The Wafer stages WST1 and 
WST2 can be tWo-dimensionally moved independently in 
the X-axis direction (right and left direction in a paper plane 






























